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Abstract 
In this work, multiphysics simulation is performed to investigate not only the polarization of ionic 
concentration but analyte pre-concentration both in microfluidic dual-channel and single-channel devices. 
Corresponding experimental research shows inherent shortcomings of explaining the complex physical 
mechanisms of ion concentration polarization (ICP) and pre-concentration since it is difficult to directly 
measure ionic concentrations, velocity field and electric field strength that are critical to understand the 
working mechanisms. To simulate ICP phenomena, fully coupled Navier-Stokes, Nernst-Planck and 
Poisson equations are solved by using a commercially available multiphysics simulation tool (COMSOL 
multiphysics V4.3a). The simulation of dual-channel ICP (DC-ICP) is performed to validate boundary 
conditions and simulation settings by comparing the simulation results with experimental ones obtained 
from the same group and from other literature. The high electrophoresis mobility of proton inside a 
nanoporous membrane is numerically proved to be necessary to induce ICP in a single-channel ICP (SC-
ICP) device. Boundary conditions and domain properties for simulation are improved to provide faster 
calculation and more accurate results than previous simulation work. The consistency between simulation 
results and experimental results for a DC-ICP device provides the validity of the simulation, a better 
understanding on the pre-concentration and nonlinear vortex flow, which are obtained from the results of 
velocity field, ionic concentration distribution and electric field strength. To my best knowledge, the pre-
concentration and nonlinear vortex flow in a SC-ICP device is simulated in this work for the first time, 
whose characteristics shows a good agreement with experimental results and expectation very well, 
providing a reliable insight into the multiphysical mechanisms in SC-ICP. The future work would be to 
optimize the pre-concentration of analytes and demonstrate 3D vortex flows in a SC-ICP device. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction  
1.1 Introduction to pre-concentration 
With the development of fabrication techniques for microscale systems, the size of microfluidic channel is 
decreased toward the nanometer dimensions. It is available to manufacture nanofluidic channels in the 
dimension of less than 100 nm. The fluidic motion, ionic transportation and electric field distribution inside the 
nanascale channels, has a big difference with them in microscale channels. It is mainly caused by the size of 
nanochannels approaching the Debye layer thickness [1], which leads to the ion-permselectivity of nanofluidic 
channels. When an external electric field is applied over the nanoscale channels, there exists concentration 
polarization at the junction between nanofluidic and microfluidic channels. The polarization phenomenon is 
called ion concentration polarization (ICP) which is induced by the imbalanced transportation of anions and 
cations due to the ion-permselectivity of nanofluidic channels [2]. A nanoporous membrane is also able to induce 
ICP because of high surface charge and small size of nanopores in it, which endow the membrane with strong 
ion-permselectivity [3].  
The ICP phenomenon can be widely used in microfluidic devices especially in the field of pre-concentration. 
In proteomics, the detection and analysis of specific protein is difficult because of the low concentration of 
proteins in the solution. To purify proteins or bio-molecules from microliter sample volumes is extremely useful. 
There are many techniques available for sample pre-concentration in microfluidic devices including field-
amplified sample stacking [4], isotachophoresis [5], isoelectric focusing [6, 7], chromatographic trapping [8, 9], 
electrokinetic trapping [1], temperature-gradient focusing [10]. However it generally calls for the specially 
fabricated nanoporous membrane [11] or nanofluidic channels [1, 12]. Compared with that, the commercially 
available Nafion membrane provides the potential of low-cost and easy-fabricating pre-concentration devices 
[13]. The Nafion membrane is a somewhat highly ion-permselective membrane normally used in proton 
exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells [14, 15]. By using the Nafion membrane as an ion-permselective 
membrane, several ICP devices were fabricated to pre-concentrate proteins or other charged particles [13, 16, 17]. 
The ICP devices can be divided into two groups of dual-channel ICP (DC-ICP) and single-channel ICP (SC-ICP). 
The experimental results in both kinds of devices are shown in the following section. And the shortcomings of 
experimental research on ICP mechanisms motivated this multiphysical numerical simulation on ICP phenomena. 
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1.2 Previous Experimental Results 
In this section, the traditional DC-ICP and novel SC-ICP devices and experimental results of pre-
concentration and even vortex flow in both devices are introduced. The experimental results are not sufficient to 
explain the complex multiphysical mechanisms in ICP device, so that numerical simulation research is necessary 
to get a basic insight into them. 
1.2.1 DC-ICP Devices 
Figure 1.1 shows the schematic illustration of a DC-ICP device with an integrated Nafion strip and pre-
concentration result in it [13]. Sometimes nanofluidic channels are used instead of nanoporous membrane [2]. 
The Nafion film locates at the center of the whole system connecting the anodic compartment and cathodic 
compartment. The whole device consists of four reservoirs, two microfluidic channels and a strip of Nafion film. 
The anodic channel and cathodic channel are connected only through the Nafion film, meaning that the Nafion 
film blocks the connection between two channels. In this case fluidic flow is assumed not to pass though the 
membrane due to the low permeability of the membrane. In the anodic part, two different electric potentials are 
applied to the two electrodes, respectively. The difference of the electric potential between the two anodes 
induces the electroosmotic flow (EOF) moving from the high electric potential end to the low electric potential 
end.  
As shown in Figure 1.1(b), the fluorescence particles accumulate near the turning corner of the anodic 
channel and fluorescence intensity becomes higher as time goes on, implying a concentration factor ~103 in 15 
min. And the pre-concentration efficiency is even higher for concentrating proteins of lower concentration. The 
influence of external electric potential on pre-concentration efficiency is also significant. The higher an electric 
field the more efficient pre-concentration is acquired, which is shown in Figure 1.1(c). It is mainly caused by 
faster EOF transporting more particles toward the concentrated zone for a given time. In other words, the flux of 
concentrated particles increases along the longitudinal direction, resulting in a high pre-concentration factor.  
Another classical phenomenon of ICP is the nonlinear vortex flow in ion depletion zone (IDZ) in which the 
concentration of anions and cations both sharply decrease. For example, the vortex flow is shown by the yellow 
arrows in Figure 1.2 in which nanofluidic channels are used for inducing ICP. The velocity of vortex flow is very 
fast and reported as at least 10 – 100 times great as the velocity of EOF [18, 19]. The precise explanation of 
nonlinear vortex flow is still unclear, but it is certain that these vortexes are induced by the high electrical charge 
density in the space charge layer near the interface of microfluidic and nanofluidic channels [18]. 
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Figure 1.1 Schematic illustration of DC-ICP device and experimental results of pre-concentration in it. (a) 
Schematic illustration of the DC-ICP device. The zoom shows Nafion strip separates anodic compartment from 
cathodic compartment. (b) Fluorescence micrographs of pre-concentration after application of external voltage 
for 1, 5, 9 and 11 min. (c) Maximum fluorescence intensity as a function of the voltage  
difference applied over the anodic compartment [13].  
(a) 
(b) (c) 
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Figure 1.2 Four strong vortices in a dual gate ICP device [20].  
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1.2.2 SC-ICP Devices 
On the basis of the DC-ICP device, recently ICP devices with a single and open channel have been 
fabricated by using surface patterned Nafion membrane [16, 17]. Figure 1.3 shows the schematic illustration of a 
SC-ICP device and the close-up view shows the surface patterned Nafion membrane at the bottom of the channel 
[17]. Compared with DC-ICP devices, the SC-ICP device is remarkably simplified; that is there are only two 
electrodes and one straight microfluidic channel. The pre-concentration result of the SC-ICP device is quite 
similar to that of the DC-ICP devices since there is no essential distinction between them. As shown in Figure 
1.4(a), the fluorescence intensity becomes stronger as time goes on. And the bright region is also getting further 
away from the Nafion film, meaning that the ion depletion zone is enlarged because of the development of ICP. 
The fluorescence intensity distribution at different depths in the channel is compared in Figure 1.4(b). The closer 
to the top surface, the stronger is fluorescence intensity. Charged particles are repelled form the Nafion film 
because the Nafion membrane contains the same charge as the particles. The pre-concentration is relatively 
efficient, inducing a fluorescence intensity of 103 folds in 30 min as shown in Figure 1.4(c). Figure 1.4(d) shows 
that the ion depletion zone decreases when the external electric potential increases. Nonlinear vortex flow whose 
velocity is very fast is also observed in the  SC-ICP device as shown in Figure 1.5 [16].  
Even though the experiments have shown the expected phenomena, the complex physical mechanisms of 
ICP and pre-concentration are still unclear. In this work, to get a basic microscopic insight into those 
mechanisms, multiphysics simulation has been made by using COMSOL Multiphysics (v4.3a) software. DC-ICP 
and SC-ICP devices are both simulated and a Nafion membrane is used as ion-permselective membrane in the 
simulation models. Compared with experimental methods, the basic information such as ionic concentrations 
and electric field strength can be easily calculated from simulation results, which would be helpful to investigate 
the formation of ICP and pre-concentration. Since the simulation results provide a better understanding on the 
mechanisms of ICP, it is possible to optimize the pre-concentration efficiency and design novel and efficient 
devices of ICP owing to the advantage of numerical simulations. To date, the previous simulation research on 
ICP is rarely found in literature and the traditional numerical research ignored the difference of electrophoretic 
mobilities of ions (e.g. electrophoretic mobility of anions and that of cations) inside the nanofluidic channels or 
nanoporous membranes [1, 13, 18, 21], which may be the cause of ICP in single and open channels. The 
explanation of ICP formation in DC-ICP and SC-ICP devices would be different, since the single channel device 
is open and ionic transportation does not  have to pass through the membrane. Lastly, the mobility difference is 
taken into consideration to provide more reliable and more accurate results under the condition of low 
computational load. Other minor improvements on boundary conditions and domain properties are also made. 
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Figure 1.3 Schematic illustration of SC-ICP device. 
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Figure 1.4 Experimental results of pre-concentration in SC-ICP device. (a) The intensity of fluorescence 
variation with time and the development of ion depletion zone. (b) The distribution of fluorescence intensity 
along z-direction. (c) Pre-concentration results using fluorescence particles in different concentration. (d) The 
variation of areas of ion depletion zone under different electric field. 
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Figure 1.5 Visualization of vortex flows. (A) Vortex flows near the nanoporous membrane as indicated with two 
red arrows. (B) Zoom-in view of one small vortex flow.  
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Chapter 2 Theoretical Background 
In this chapter the fully coupled governing equations are introduced, and the formation of EOF, ICP, pre-
concentration and vortex flow are discussed in a theoretical manner. Tests of boundary conditions and domain 
properties are made to simplify the calculation and improve the accuracy of results. 
2.1 Governing Equations 
Ion concentration polarization is kind of a complicated electrokinetic phenomenon, which intuitively creates 
an ionic concentration gradient near the ion-permselective structures. And the existence of this concentration 
gradient leads to ionic diffusion, local change of electric field distribution and even fluidic motion because of the 
local enormous electric volume force. In turn, the motion of fluid and the enhancement or decrease of the local 
electric field strength would influence the ionic concentration distribution. ICP mainly involves ionic 
transportation, fluidic motion and electric field distribution. To fully understand and completely simulate ICP 
phenomenon, coupled governing equations need to solve: Navier-Stokes equation, Nernst-Planck equation and 
Poisson equation [18, 22]. Sometimes Brinkman equation is requisite to simulate the flow inside nanoporous 
materials [23], but it is unnecessary since the flow in Nafion membrane is negligible due to the extremely low 
permeability of Nafion membrane[13].  
Nernst-Planck equation is the most important one among these three equations. The equation is shown as 
follows: 
   
  
=        +       
 
  
   −    ∙  																																															(2.1) 
where   ,    and    are the concentration of a specific ionic species and its corresponding diffusion 
coefficient and ionic valence in a fluid medium, respectively.   represents the temperature (T = 25 °C in the 
simulation) and   and   are the Faraday constant and molar gas constant, respectively.   is the electric potential 
and   is velocity vector. From these three terms on right hand side of the equation, it is clear that Nernst-Planck 
equation concerns the influence of ionic diffusion, electrophoresis and fluid motion (convection) on local ionic 
concentration distribution.   and   are the main variables in Poisson and Navier-Stokes equations, in which way 
these three equations are coupled. For the convenience of subsequent discussion, a concept of “electrophoresis 
mobility” (EP mobility)    is induced to describe the intensity of electrophoresis for a specific kind of ion. The 
mobility of ion is proportional to the diffusion coefficient as shown below: 
  =   
 
  
																																																																												(2.2) 
Navier-Stokes equation describes the motion of incompressible fluid flow with continuity equation: 
 
  
  
+  ( ∙  ) = −  +     −     																																															(2.3) 
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 ∙  = 0 
where   is the density of the solution,   is dynamic viscosity, and    represents the net charge density in 
electrolyte solution.   =  ∑      , in which    and    are the corresponding ionic valence and concentration of 
species  . It is obvious that    is highly related with ionic concentration distribution which is governed by 
Nernst-Planck equation. In most conditions,    is nearly zero to keep the electroneutrality so that the electrical 
volume force is usually negligible. But the charge density will be relatively large near the highly charged 
surfaces such as a Nafion membrane or charged channel walls, thus the electrical volume force may induce a 
significant influence on fluidic motion, which is another argument of this work not found in other literature. The 
magnitude of this volume force is proportional to the local electric field strength |  | which is governed by 
Poisson equation. 
Poisson equation relates the electrical potential with ionic concentration of buffer ions: 
   = −
  
 
																																																																													(2.4) 
where   is the permittivity of the medium which is equal to the permittivity of a vacuum,   = 8.854 ×
10  .         multiplied by the dielectric constant also known as the relative permittivity   , which is 
dimensionless. For water   = 78.3 at room temperature. When the charged analyte particles are used for pre-
concentration simulation, the charge of particles may influence the local charge density. Considering the much 
lower concentration of analyte than buffer ions, the influence is insignificant. From the Poisson equation, it can 
be inferred that  a large charge density will sharply increase or decrease the local electric field strength, meaning 
that the modulus of    will also be very large, in which way the last term on the right hand side of Navier-
Stokes equation will become enormous. The electroosmotic flow and vortex flow are caused by this electrical 
volume force, and it will be discussed in the following sections. 
The fully coupled equations seem complicated but Figure 2.1 provides a clear relationship among the 
variables: velocity vector, ionic concentration and electric potential. As shown in Figure 2.1, ionic concentration 
is influenced by convection and electric field through Nernst-Planck equation, fluid motion is related with the 
other two variables through Navier-Stokes equation, and Poisson equation shows that ionic concentration makes 
difference to electric field distribution. 
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Figure 2.1 The relationships of variables and governing equations. 
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2.2 Electroosmotic Flow 
Electroosmotic flow (EOF) is one of the common phenomena in a microfluidic system, when an electric 
field is applied to the solution [24, 25]. Most substances such as glass and PDMS hols a surface electric charge 
when brought into contact with an aqueous (polar) medium because of ionization, ion adsorption, ion dissolution, 
etc [26, 27]. Counter-ions are attracted toward the surface while co-ions are repelled from the surface as shown 
in Figure 2.2(a). The ionic concentration distribution could be analytically solved through Poisson equation with 
reasonable assumptions. This imbalanced distribution of ions leads to the formation of an electric double layer 
(EDL) in which there is an excess of counter-ions over co-ions to neutralize the electric charge on the surface.    
is the Debye length as shown in Figure 2.2(a) [28]. The Debye layer length is influenced by the ionic valence 
and concentration and is about 1~100 nm thick. From the viewpoint of governing equations, an excess of 
counter-ions means relatively high charge density, which locally causes a large electrical volume force as 
mentioned in the above section. This volume force is the driving force of electroosmotic flow. In a wide and 
straight channel assumption, the profile of electroosmotic flow could be acquired analytically by solving the 
simplified Navier-Stokes equation and Poisson equation. As shown in Figure 2.2(b), the velocity of 
electroosmotic flow along the channel is nearly uniform except the region adjacent to walls.  
The uniform velocity could be expressed by Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation [24, 25, 29]: 
 = −
    
 
																																																																																(2.5) 
where    is the tangential electric field strength, ζ is the zeta-potential of the charged surface. The value of 
zeta-potential depends on many factors, such as buffer concentration, ionic species and pH. Before simulating 
the whole device, the computational cost of simulating EOF in microfluidic channels is measured by 
qualitatively simulating the EOF in a 500nm wide channel. As shown in Figure 2.2(c), the profile of EOF 
matches well the analytical solution. The velocity of EOF in simulation result is insignificant since the zeta-
potential varies significantly, depending on the external environment. It turns out that EOF simulation needs very 
fine mesh adjacent to the walls to get a converged solution because the channel walls contain certain charges. In 
this case, the computational cost is enormous and unaffordable to simulate EOF in a long channel. To simplify 
the simulation, the velocity profile of EOF is assumed to be nearly uniform and the boundary condition at walls 
is set as slip velocity, equaling to the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski velocity [13]. This approximation violates the 
real boundary condition which is non-slip at walls, but the error is negligible because the boundary layer of EOF 
is very thin compared with the width of micro-channels; the same assumption was adopted in other work [13]. 
With this approximation that the electrical charge on channel walls is not considered and courser meshes are 
applied near the walls the computational load is significantly reduced while the accuracy is ensured.  
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Figure 2.2 The formation and profile of electroosmotic flow in microfluidic channel. (a) Schematic of counter-
ions and co-ions distribution near the charged surface. λD is the thickness of Debye layer. (b) The velocity profile 
of EOF in a wide channel is nearly uniform except for the region adjacent to the walls. (c) The simulation result 
of velocity profile of EOF in a 500nm wide channel. 
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2.3 Ion Concentration Polarization 
To induce ion concentration polarization in microfluidic channels, nanofluidic channels or nanoporous 
membranes which contain high surface charge density is needed to set up the microfluidic and nanofluidic 
network. The width of nanofluidic channels or diameter of tunnels inside the nanoporous membrane should be 
less than 100 nm which approaches to the thickness of the Debye layer inside the nanofluidic channels or 
nanopores. In this case the Debye layers would overlap. As mentioned before, the counter-ions are dominant in 
the Debye layer, thus there is a large excess of counter-ions over co-ions leading to the imbalanced transportation 
between counter-ions and co-ions when an external electric field is applied. It would perform as the counter-ions 
easily and quickly pass through the nanofluidic channels or nanoporous membranes while the co-ions can hardly 
get into and pass through them. This preference to transporting counter-ions and avoidance of transporting co-
ions is called ion-permselectivity. 
As shown in Figure 2.3, the Nafion membrane is used as the ion-permselective structure. The Nafion 
membrane is highly negative-charged. Additionally, the diameter of nano-tunnels inside the Nafion is around 
3~5 nm [3, 14], so that the amount of co-ions in the tunnels is much smaller than that of counter-ions, generating 
the superior ion-permselectivity of the Nafion. Once the external electric field is turned on, ions start to move in 
the presence of the influence of electrophoresis. Since the connection between the anodic and the cathodic 
channel is blocked by the Nafion membrane, the penetration of the ions through the Nafion membrane is 
inevitable. Due to the strong ion-perm-selectivity of the Nafion, co-ions (anions) can hardly get into and pass 
through the membrane so that only few of them in the cathodic channel can pass through or over the membrane, 
which is not enough to complement their local loss in the anodic channel. This is because the anions in the 
anodic channel continuously migrate toward the anodes. At first the anion concentration decreases locally 
adjacent to the anodic interface, and then the low concentration zone expands over time until it approaches to the 
steady state. On the other hand, due to the low permeability of the Nafion, anions in cathodic channel inevitably 
accumulate at the cathodic interface so that the local ionic concentration increases to create a high ionic 
concentration zone. As for the ionic concentration distribution of cations, it behaves in the same manner as 
anions to keep the electroneutrality which is broken only in the region very close to the interface of the 
membrane and the microfluidic channels. It is called an ion depletion zone (IDZ) where the concentration is 
locally low in the anodic channel while as an ion enrichment zone (IEZ) where the concentration is relatively 
high in the cathodic channel. This phenomenon of polarized distribution of ionic concentrations is named as “ion 
concentration polarization (ICP)” [11]. 
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Figure 2.3 Schematic illustration of DC-ICP and the pre-concentration of analytes. Left channel is the anodic 
channel and the right channel is the cathodic channel. Green analyte particles are concentrated beside the ion 
depletion zone. 
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The above explanation about the formation of ICP is from the view of anoins so that it appears to be 
incomprehensive once an ICP phenomenon is considered in a single and open channel. The biggest difference 
between DC- ICP and SC-ICP is that the dual-channel device is blocked. The transportation of ions between 
anodic and cathodic channels must pass through the ion-permselective structures while it is different in the 
single-channel device. As shown in Figure 2.4(a), there exists a wide space above the membrane film and ions 
are allowed to pass over it. If the co-ions (anions) can hardly get into the Nafion membrane, they prefer passing 
through the channel over the film. In this manner, the local reduction of anions in the anodic part and 
accumulation in the cathodic part do not happen, inducing no ICP. 
In fact, an ICP phenomenon can be observed in a single and open channel experiment even though the 
reason is somewhat complicated. In essence, the explanations of ICP formation all depend on the different fluxes 
of ions in the Nafion membrane and in a microfluidic channel regardless of dual-channel or single-channel case. 
In case of a dual-channel, the flux of co-ions in the Nafion membrane is lower than that in a microchannel so that 
the ionic concentration in the anodic channel must decrease and the ionic concentration in the cathodic channel 
must increase. On the other hand, in case of a single-channel, the main cause of ICP should be the higher flux of 
counter-ions in the membrane rather than that in a microfluidic channel. Otherwise the formation of ICP cannot 
be explained.  
To explore the mechanism of ICP formation in a single and open channel, a pair of contrasted simulations 
for SC-ICP was performed. In the first simulation, the mobilities of counter-ions and co-ions inside the 
membrane are both set to be proportional to the local diffusion coefficients, which is the traditional setting in the 
simulation of ICP. The only difference in the second simulation is that the mobility of counter-ions inside the 
membrane is 4 times greater than that in the first simulation. This is because the mobility of counter-ions in a 
nanotube was reported to be 4 times faster than that in a microfluidic channel [30]. The ionic concentration 
distribution in two simulation results along the red line in Figure 2.4(a) is shown in Figure 2.4(b). It is clear that 
without the assumption of the high mobility of counter-ions in the Nafion, ICP can hardly be formed. From the 
result it is inferred that the hypothesis of high mobility of counter-ions is necessary for the formation of ICP. It is 
worthwhile to note that, since the effective, cross-sectional transport area of the Nafion membrane is very limited, 
the effective mobility of counter-ions in the Nafion membrane is still lower than that in a microfluidic channel 
although the mobility of counter-ions in a single nanofluidic channel or nanotube is 4 times enhanced. Basically, 
it is the high electric field strength near the Nafion membrane that causes the high flux of counter-ions and then 
creates the ICP phenomenon. It is not obvious that imbalanced transportation between counter-ions and co-ions 
exists in both simulations because of the ion-permselective property of the Nafion membrane, but ICP is only 
developed with the high mobility assumption. The cause of ICP in open channel would be not only the ion-
permselectivity but also the enhancement of Nafion on transportation of counter-ions.. It is certain that the 
electric field strength is sharply enhanced in the IDZ regardless of DC-ICP or SC-ICP from which the pre-
concentration application could be achieved. 
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Figure 2.4 Schematic illustration of ICP in single channel device. (a) Schematic illustration of ion concentration 
polarization and pre-concentration in SC-ICP device. (b) The comparison of ionic concentration distribution 
along the channel for different mobility of cations inside the Nafion membrane.  
(a) 
(b) 
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2.4 Pre-concentration 
Pre-concentration is the most important application of ICP phenomena. To explain the formation of ICP 
should start with introducing the motion of charged particles in a microfluidic channel. The motion of a charged 
particle is usually influenced by three aspects: the motion of flow (convection), electrophoresis effect and 
diffusion effect [1, 25, 31, 32]. The influence of these three factors can be calculated by using governing 
equations. The influence of diffusion among them is minimal according to the calculation result because the 
ionic concentration gradients in ICP channel are usually small. The convection mainly refers the motion of EOF. 
For the convenience of explanation, EO mobility is used to describe the intensity of the influence of EOF on 
particles. For a specific kind of particle, the EP mobility and EO mobility can be calculated through equation 2.5 
and 2.2. Since the EO mobility is only related with the velocity of EOF, we can assume that some small particles 
of different species such as ions, molecules and proteins have the same EO mobility. The magnitude of the EP 
mobility of different kinds of particles varies significantly because different particles have different diffusion 
coefficients. The EP mobility of a specific kind of ion is much larger than the EO mobility due to its high 
diffusion coefficient while the EP mobility of proteins is usually smaller than the EO mobility because of its low 
diffusivity in a fluid medium such as PBS buffer 
To concentrate a specific analyte, the EP mobility of it should be smaller than its EO mobility and both the 
EP and EO effects on particles should be in the opposite directions. Figure 2.3 and 2.4(a) show the schematic 
illustration of pre-concentration in DC-ICP and SC-ICP, respectively. In the region far from IDZ, the influence of 
EOF on the motion of particles is dominant over electrophoresis so that the particles are transported toward the 
IDZ by EOF. As the particles are drawn toward the IDZ, the local electric field strength becomes stronger and 
stronger as mentioned in the previous section. Even though the local electric field strength is enhanced, the 
velocity of EOF can hardly increase because it is limited by fluid continuity.  On the other hand, the 
electrophoresis effect is remarkably improved by the increase of the electric field strength and becomes 
dominant near the IDZ. Since the EO and EP effects have opposite directions, particles will stop and accumulate 
at the region where the balance between the EO and EP effect is achieved. It is obvious that the high velocity 
EOF transports more particles, leading to a high efficiency of pre-concentration. Of course, the pre-concentration 
of analytes is also influenced by its valence and diffusion coefficient which are related with EP mobility as well. 
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2.5 Vortex flow 
The electroosmotic flow mentioned in section 2.2 is the “classical” electroosmosis and some people call it 
“first” kind electroosmosis while the vortex flow observed in the IDZ is called “second” kind [18, 22]. The 
detailed reason of the formation of vortex flow is still controversial, but it is believed that the vortex motion is 
caused by the high charge density at the interface layer which is adjacent to the charged surfaces of the 
membrane and microfluidic channels. Space charge layer is very similar to the EDL [ref]. There exist more 
counter-ions than co-ions in it due to the surface charge of the Nafion membrane. Different with EDL, the 
thickness of the space charge layer is not fixed but expands with the development of ICP. The excess of counter-
ions over co-ions breaks the local electroneutrality and causes significant change in the electric field strength 
because a high charge density makes a big difference on local electric field according to Poisson equation. High 
electric field strength and high charge density near the membrane lead to an extremely large electrical volume 
force according to Navier-Stokes equation, which is the driving force of vortex flow. The simulation results of 
vortex flow are shown in the following chapters.  
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Chapter 3 Multiphysics Simulation of DC-ICP 
In this chapter the settings of boundary conditions and domain properties for DC-ICP are introduced, and 
then the simulation results are shown. The information on the motion of flow, ionic concentration distribution 
and electric field distribution is very helpful to analyze pre-concentration result. 
3.1 Settings of boundary conditions and domain properties 
On the basis of traditional multiphysics simulation, numerical settings of boundary conditions and domain 
properties are improved reasonably to provide speedy calculation and reliable simulation results. 
3.1.1 Boundary Conditions of Navier-Stokes equation 
The fluidic motion is determined by the boundary conditions for Navier-Stokes equation. As it was 
mentioned in section 2.2, in most numerical study on microfluidic systems, the EOF induced by the charged 
microfluidic channel walls is approximated as a uniform flow which has slip velocity at the boundary walls. This 
approximation has been proved less inaccurate due to the thin EDL assumption and, since the EDL is not 
considered in the simulation, fine mesh is not needed and thereby computational resource is saved dramatically. 
Usually the slip velocity is set as a constant value which is calculated by the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski formula 
under a specific electric field. In fact, it is inappropriate, because the slip velocity is related with the tangential 
electric field outside the EDL, which varies significantly as ICP develops. For the COMSOL Multiphysics 
software of a recent version, a microfluidic module is incorporated in which provides the function to set the 
boundary conditions as “electroosmotic velocity”, which means that the slip velocity varies along with the 
tangential electric field. This varying velocity is more reliable than the constant value. The defect point of this 
function is that the velocity of flow near the junction of membrane and microfluidic channels is ridiculously 
large due to the local high electric field strength. Therefore it is impossible for EOF to have such a great velocity 
in real situation. To overcome this shortcoming, the boundary condition of walls near the junction is set as slip 
boundary condition. The velocity of flow near these walls depends on the inertial velocity of EOF and adjacent 
velocity of vortex flow. If there isn’t vortex flow in the anodic channel, the EOF will keep the profile of uniform 
velocity, thus the influence of slip boundary is insignificant. When vortex flow exists in the channel, slip 
boundary condition could relieve the limitation on the direction of vortex flow because EOF and vortex flow are 
in different directions at certain boundary. To set the boundary near vortex flow as slip boundary offers more 
reliable simulation results according to the repeated tests. The schematic of boundary conditions of flow is 
shown in Figure 3.1. Since the fluidic motion in cathodic part is insignificant, the anodic part is shown only. 
 It is very difficult to simulate the fluidic motion precisely because the boundary conditions in the connected 
region between EOF and vortex flow are quite complex. The most accurate solution to this problem is to take the 
EDL effect at the walls into account and simultaneously simulate vortex flow and electroosmotic flow near the 
membrane. But as emphasized early, the computational cost is burdensome so that the assumption and 
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simplification are made for the purpose of providing reliable simulation results in the context of low 
computational load. As for the interface of a membrane and microfluidic channels the no-slip boundary condition 
is used. 
 
Figure 3.1 Boundary conditions of fluidic motion in anodic channel. 
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Open boundary Open boundary 
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Electroosmotic velocity 
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Open boundary 
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3.1.2 Boundary conditions of Nernst-Planck and Poisson equations 
The boundary conditions of ionic migration and electric field is much more straightforward compared to the 
boundary conditions of flow.  For the Nernst-Planck equation, the ion flux normal to the microfluidic channel 
walls is zero and the ion concentrations at the four ends of the channels are kept as the ionic concentration of 
buffer solution (1mM). The interface between the membrane and the microfluidic channel is free for ionic flux. 
The concentrated analytes are only allowed to exist in anodic channel, because their sizes are larger than the 
diameter of pores in the Nafion membrane; they cannot penetrate through the membrane. The concentration of 
analytes at the high potential end of the anodic channel is set as constant value (1pM). At the low potential end, 
they are permitted to leave the anodic domain. 
For the Poisson equation, since DC is applied into the device, the electric potentials at four ends are 
assumed constant. In anodic channel, 2V and 4V are applied on the high potential end and low potential end, 
respectively. Each channel is 2000 µm long so that the electric field strength in anodic channel is around 
500~1000 V/m. Both channel ends in the cathodic channel are connected to the ground, resulting in that the 
electric potentials are zero. The interfaces between Nafion domain and microfluidic channels are free while other 
channel wall are insulating. Since the two ends in the cathodic channel are both connected with ground, it is 
intuitive that the electric field distribution in the cathodic channel is symmetric as shown in Figure 3.1. 
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3.1.3 Domain properties 
The flow inside the Nafion membrane is negligible due to the extremely low permeability of Nafion. To 
simplify the process of simulation, the motion of flow in the domain of Nafion is not considered. Additionally, 
the electric field distribution in the cathodic channel is symmetric so that the motion of EOF is also symmetric 
and the direction of flow in each half is toward its own end. Therefore, the fluid flows out of the channels. Since 
the anodic channel and cathodic channel is blocked and divided by the Nafion membrane, the local loss of fluid 
in the cathodic channel cannot be complemented by the flow in the anodic channel to keep the fluid continuity; 
the bulk fluid velocity in the cathodic channel must be zero. In this situation, the motion of flow inside the 
cathodic channel is insignificant compared to that in the anodic channel so that it could be neglected. External 
pressure is assumed to be zero at all ends.  
Since the Nafion is charged, the charge density term in Poisson equation is transferred to   +      in the 
Nafion domain where      is the fixed volume charge density of the Nafion membrane. Due to the low 
permeability of the Nafion membrane, the diffusion coefficient in the Nafion domain should be much lower than 
that in microfluidic channels. It is estimated that the diffusion coefficient inside the Nafion membrane is only 
1/10 of the value in normal condition [3, 33]. The EP mobility of co-ions decreases by the same factor while the 
mobility of counter-ions comparatively increases due to the ion-permselectivity of Nafion membrane. The EP 
mobility of counter-ions inside the Nafion membrane is set as 2/5 great as the value in microfluidic channels. 
The other parameters of ions and analyte in a buffer solution and Nafion membrane are shown in Table 3.1.  
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Table 3.1 The parameters used in COMSOL simulation  
 
In this work proton are used as the positive ion and chloride ion as the negative ions. In fact the buffer 
solution contains different kinds of positive ions in the experiment in which proton and potassium ion are 
popularly used. From the view point of simulation, the difference between proton and potassium ion is only the 
difference of diffusion coefficients. Considering that the Nafion membrane is a proton exchange membrane and 
the diffusion coefficient of proton provides easy-converged solution, it is preferred to use proton as the positive 
ions rather than potassium ion. The influence on simulation results of ignoring potassium ion would not be a big 
deal because proton moves much faster and plays a more important role in ICP. 
  
Diffusion coefficient of H+ 9.36 × 10-9 m2/s  [34] 
Diffusion coefficient of Cl- 2.032 × 10-9 m2/s [34] 
Diffusion coefficient of bio-molecule 0.45 × 10-9 m2/s [1] 
Valence of bio-molecule 2-  
Diffusion coefficient of H+ in membrane  α 9.36 × 10-10 m2/s  
Diffusion coefficient of Cl- in membrane  α 2 × 10-10 m2/s  
Ion concentration in electrolyte solution, c0 1 mM  
Assumed fixed volumetric charge concentration of the membrane,      -0.5 mM  
Zeta-potential at the channel walls  -60 mV [26, 27] 
  α The values are taken and estimated from references [3, 14, 33]  
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3.2 Simulation Results and Discussion 
The simulation results of pre-concentration and velocity field are shown in Figure 3.2. The concentration of 
analyte near the IDZ increases significantly and the concentration factor (CF) increases to about 800 in 30 min 
from the result of Figure 3.2(a). The concentration factor is not very large compared with experimental results 
[13], because the electric potentials used at the anodic ends are relatively low to get an easy and fast-converged 
solution. The aim of this simulation work is not to present a quantitative one-to-one correspondence between 
experiment and theory. Instead, it provides basic insight into the complex physical mechanisms of ICP and pre-
concentration. The concentration of analyte in the IDZ is also enhanced, which is mainly caused by the trapping 
effect of vortex flow. Figure 3.2(b) shows the streamlines and velocity field in the anodic channel. The EOF 
comes from right side to left side at the velocity of 40 µm/s. And a strong vortex flow is formed near the 
interface of the Nafion membrane and the anodic channel. The velocity adjacent to the interface is around 1~2 
cm/s, which is much larger than the velocity of EOF. In the vortex region, convection effect on analyte particles 
is more dominant than electrophoresis so that the particles are trapped inside the vortex, leading to the locally 
high concentration of analyte. From the comparison of the two graphs in Figure 3.2, it is inferred that the 
position of the highest CF is at the place where the velocity of flow is somewhat slow. The electrophoresis effect 
at this position is more dominant than the convection effect, forming the peak of concentration locally. 
Due to the existence of vortex flow, the flow profile of EOF changes to a convex shape as shown in Figure 
3.3 which shows the velocity distribution along the red line in Figure 3.2b. The profile of flows is not fixed but 
varying all the time. With the development of vortex flow, the velocity of flow along the anodic channel 
increases to keep the fluidic continuity. And when the vortex flow and electric field is stably developed, the 
profile of flow would also become fixed as shown in Figure 3.3 for t = 1000 s. The velocity at the boundary is 
also changing with time. As mentioned in the previous section, the traditional simulation uses constant slip 
velocity at the boundary, which is inaccurate since the electric field along the channel is always changing. With 
the new function of COMSOL, the simulation accuracy is improved by setting the boundary slip velocity 
varying with the external electric field. Since the existence of vortex flow enhances the flow rate of EOF, the 
pre-concentration efficiency also increases. 
Figure 3.4 shows the ionic concentration distribution of cations and anions from the anodic to cathodic 
compartment across the Nafion membrane. The results are shown along the y-axis of the inset in the lower right 
corner of the figure after application of external voltage (VL = 2 V, VH = 4 V) for 1, 10 and 100 seconds. The 
concentration of cations within the Nafion domain is always higher than that of the anions due to the existence of 
a fixed charge density inside the Nafion membrane. The gap of concentration between anions  and cations  are 
kept around 0.5 mM, which is the volume charge density of the fixed charge inside the Nafion membrane, 
proving that the local electroneutrality is nearly held. Moreover, the ionic concentration in the anodic 
compartment sharply decreases over time for both types of ions while it is opposite in the cathodic compartment. 
The concentration in IDZ is very close to zero while the concentration in the IEZ keeps increasing until ICP gets 
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to the steady state.  
 
To investigate the mechanisms of pre-concentration, the ionic concentration of a buffer solution and electric 
field distribution near the IDZ at steady state is shown in Figure 3.5. The results are shown along the y-axis in 
the inset. The ionic concentration far away from the IDZ is still kept as 1 mM which is the concentration of the 
buffer solution. It sharply decreases near the IDZ to nearly zero. It is known that the low ionic concentration in 
an electrolyte solution leads to low electrical conductivity. To keep the continuity of electric current, the electric 
field strength at the place where conductivity decreases must increase. This is why the electric field strength 
radically increases in the IDZ. From the viewpoint of governing equations, the increase of electric field strength 
is caused by the electrical charge density, which is very small compared with the concentration of the buffer 
solution even in the IDZ, but cannot be neglected. The sharply increased electric field strength significantly 
enhances the electrophoresis effect while the convection effect is limited by the fluidic continuity, resulting in 
that the analyte particles are concentrated near the IDZ. With a higher electric potential at the ends of the anodic 
channel, a higher concentration factor is expected since the high electric field causes fast EOF which directly 
improve the pre-concentration efficiency. Unfortunately, the high electric potential case is not simulated because 
it costs much more computational resources due to the request of fine mesh to convergence. The influence of 
electric field strength on pre-concentration is shown in 2D results of SC-ICP simulation in the following chapter. 
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Figure 3.2 Simulatin results of pre-concentration and velocity field in SC-ICP device. (a) The pre-concentration 
result near the IDZ. (b) Streamlines and velocity field in the anodic channel. 
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Figure 3.3 Flow profile in the anodic channel at different times. 
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Figure 3.4 Concentration distributions for cations and anions of the background electrolyte after application of 
the external electric field for 1, 10 and 100 seconds along the y-axis. 
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Figure 3.5 The ionic concentration distribution and electric field distribution near IDZ at steady state along the y-
axis. 
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Chapter 4 Multiphysics Simulation of SC-ICP  
In this chapter the simulation results of SC-ICP including 2D model and 3D model are introduced. Since a 
2D model cannot completely show the characteristics of vortex flow a 3D model is needed. But the 3D model 
would cost too much computational resources which are currently unaffordable so that a compromised 
simulation is made by using a small and approximated model to show the characteristics of vortex flow in a SC-
ICP device. 
4.1 Boundary Conditions and Domain Properties 
The boundary conditions and domain properties in SC-ICP simulation is similar with that in a DC-ICP 
device. The flow inside the Nafion membrane is neglected and a high potential is applied at the left end of the 
channel to create EOF moving from left side to right side. The boundary conditions for fluidic motion are shown 
in Figure 4.1. “Electroosmotic slip velocity” is used for the channel walls except for the region close to the 
membrane which is set as slip boundary condition. The other boundary conditions, parameters or properties used 
in SC-ICP simulation are same with that used in DC-ICP. 
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Figure 4.1 Boundary conditions for fluidic motion in SC-ICP device.  
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4.2 Simulation results of SC-ICP 
In the beginning of this chapter, it was mentioned that the simulation of SC-ICP is more difficult than that of 
DC-ICP. The main reason is that, to completely simulate the vortex flow in SC-ICP, a 3D model is needed. With 
current computational resources allowed the fully coupled equations can hardly be solved for a 3D problem so 
that the simulation of SC-ICP is separately done by simulating pre-concentration in a 2D model and simulating 
vortex flow in an approximated 3D model, respectively. In this case, the results would be incomplete. But, once 
combined with the experimental results it is available to qualitatively analyze and infer ICP phenomena in SC-
ICP devices. 
First of all, simulation of pre-concentration in SC-ICP with the assumption of no vortex flow is performed. 
The results could be inaccurate, but they support the experiment results very well. The channel is 1000 um long 
and 20 um deep. The Nafion film is 2 um thick. Figure 4.2 shows the pre-concentration results in the SC-ICP 
device after application of external voltage of 1, 5 and 10 V for 0, 15 and 30 min. As time goes on, the 
concentration factor becomes higer and higher. The upper limit of the color bar shows the highest concentration 
factor in 30 min, which is 175, 1173 and 7867 under the electrical voltage of 1, 5 and 10 V, respectively. It is 
clear that the high electric field strength enhances the pre-concentration efficiency. It is also obvious that the 
velocity of EOF should be nearly proportional to the external electric potential with the assumption of no vortex 
flow so that it is inferred that the highest concentration factor should also be approximately linear to the potential 
while the simulation results are against this inference. By checking the lower limit of the color bar, it would be 
found that the lowest concentration of analyte in the channel is not zero. It means that the Nafion membrane 
cannot perfectly protect the analyte particle from passing through the channel, there existing leaking problem for 
the analyte particles. The lowest concentration factor under 10V potential is nearly zero meaning that the leaking 
problem is remarkably improved. Therefore, the pre-concentration efficiency in this condition is significantly 
high. It also shows that the electrophoresis effect is more dominant in the situation of applying a high electric 
potential. The concentrated zone under the high electric potential apparently supports the experimental results 
shown in Figure 1.4(b). The concentration factor along z-direction is getting higher and higher since the electric 
field strength is much higher when it is close to the membrane. The analyte particles are repelled from the 
Nafion film by strong electrophoresis effect. 
The peak concentration position under a high electric potential is closer to the Nafion film which is the same 
as the experimental results as shown in Figure 1.4(d). This is mainly caused by the higher velocity of EOF inside 
the channel which induces a narrower ion depletion zone as shown in Figure 4.3(a). Figure 4.3 shows the ionic 
concentration distribution and electric field distribution along the centerline of the channel as shown in the inset 
of Figure 4.3. When the electric potential is 1 V, the IDZ area is biggest. And when the electric potential 
increases, the IDZ areas significantly reduce. The corresponding electric field distributions under electric 
potential of 1, 5 and 10V at steady state are in Figure 4.3(b), (c) and (d), respectively. To keep the continuity of 
electric current, the electric field strengths are all enhanced in IDZ in which the strengthened electrophoresis 
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effect stops the analyte from passing through the channel. From Figure 4.3a, it is observed that the concentration 
in IDZ is getting larger when electric field increases, based on which it is inferred that the ion-permselectivity of 
Nafion has its upper limit. When the external electric potential is extremely large, Nafion membrane is unable to 
transport the massive ions in microfluidic channel leading to the weakening of ICP, thus the pre-concentration 
becomes invalid. It has been proved by simulation when 20V is applied to the device.  
To validate the settings of boundary conditions and domain properties for simulating vortex flow in the SC-
ICP device a blocked SC-ICP device is simulated. It is assumed that the Nafion membrane blocked the single 
channel, in which case EOF is neglected. This is the same situation with the work of Rubinstein [18, 22]. Once 
the external electric field is applied, vortex flow forms and develops near the membrane as shown in Figure 4.4. 
A blocked channel can be simplified as a 2D model, and Figure 4.4 is the top view of the channel. At the 
beginning part there is many small vortexes in the IDZ, and then the vortexes emerge with each other to reach a 
more stable state. Finally, only 2 vortexes are left in the channel and steady state is reached. This process is the 
same with the result of other work[18, 22], proving that the simulation result is valid. Those two vortexes are 
caused by the transverse electrical volume force so that it is believed that there exist similar vortexes in a single 
and open channel which cannot be simulated by a 2D side view model. 
After the simulation of vortex flow by using a 2D blocked model, the vortex flow is simulated in a 3D 
model. The 3D model is not exactly the same as a real experiment device in dimensions. A much smaller model 
is built and a low fixed charge density is used for the Nafion membrane to get a fast-converged solution. The 
ionic fluxes are kept the same as fluxes in the real devices. Since a small size model is used, the Renolds number 
is smaller than the real device so that only qualitative results of vortex simulation are shown. Figure 4.5 shows 
the streamlines and velocity field distribution near the Nafion membrane in a 3D model. Figure 4.5(b) and (c) 
shows the top view and side view, respectively. There exist very complex vortices around the Nafion film, and 
the directions of vortexes above the film are chaotic. There is a vortex flow in front of the Nafion film whose 
rotating direction is the same with the one observed in experimental results in Figure 1.5 so that the simulation 
results would be qualitatively right. The problem of this result is that the distribution of the velocity field is not 
symmetric, which is weird since the model and boundary conditions are all symmetric. This kind of problem 
may be caused by the course mesh which is not fine enough to provide a mesh-independent result. Though the 
simulation results are only approximated results, they show the characteristics of vortex flow very well. And it is 
believed that the 3D simulation could provide complete solution if massive computational resource is offered. 
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Figure 4.2 Simulation results of pre-concentration in SC-ICP device after application of external voltage of 1, 5 
and 10V for 30 min. 
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Figure 4.3 Concentration distribution and electric field distribution along the channel under different electric 
potentials at steady state. (a) Ionic concentration distribution under electric potential of 1 V, 5 V and 10 V. (b) (c) 
(d) is the electric field distribution under electric potential of 1 V, 5 V and 10 V, respectively. 
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Figure 4.4 The formation process of vortex flow in a single and blocked channel. 
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Figure 4.5 Streamlines and velocity field distribution in a 3D model. 
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Conclusions 
Compared with previous simulation work, the settings of boundary conditions and domain properties are 
improved to reduce computational cost and provide more reliable results. The simulation results show good 
consistency with experimental results on pre-concentration and nonlinear vortex flow. It also provides the 
detailed information of ionic concentration distribution, electric field distribution and velocity profile along the 
channel which are difficult to detect in experiments. With the critical information, a microscopic insight into the 
physical mechanisms is obtained for pre-concentration, thus the characteristics of pre-concentration could be 
explained precisely. The simulation results of a SC-ICP device are very important since the mechanisms in this 
novel device are more complicate than that in the traditional DC-ICP device. The high electrophoresis mobility 
assumption of counter-ions in a Nafion film is necessary to induce ICP, which provides deeper comprehension of 
the cause of ICP. The nonlinear vortex flow is simulated for the first time and it matches experimental 
observation and expectation very well, holding a high potential to use the developed model to optimize SC-ICP 
based biotechnological applications.  
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Future Work 
Since the simulation results provide a better understanding on ICP and pre-concentration, it is possible to 
optimize the pre-concentration factors in DC-ICP or SC-ICP devices by adjusting external environment such as 
electric potential, additional pressure driven or electroosmosis flow and ionic concentration strength. Another 
work that needs to do is the simulation of nonlinear vortex flow in a SC-ICP device in a 3D manner. As 
mentioned above, the 3D SC-ICP simulation is incomplete and there exists a non-symmetric problem in it. To 
overcome these obstacles, the mesh needs to be refined and boundary conditions should be dealt with carefully. 
However, it is believed that the 3D simulation of a SC-ICP device could be achieved in near future to provide 
complete and accurate understanding on it because the settings of simulation are already validated in a 3D DC-
ICP device. 
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